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Two remarks will serve to introduce my subject. Several years ago, Rosalie Nichols 
was asked if the I n d i s  had ever had a title deed to North America. She responded, 
"Who should have issued them one, I don't know, unless it was the buffalo."' 
Secondly, Jonathan Hughes, in his bmk m e  Governmental Habit, contrasts the 
allodial and socage forms of land tenure. "Socage tenure was part of the feudal 
order" and was inevitably carried over by the English to their landholdings in North 
America. It was designed to protect the interests of the feudal donor ("transformed 
in our time into the state") by forcing "property owners to support the taxing power 
at aU times" regardless of whether they desired or used state services. The prop 
erty owner could never "withdraw his support" from the state by not paying real 
estate taxes. If he attempted to discontinue his payment, the state would confiscate 
his title and auction off his property to someone who would pay taxes. "This form 
of coercion is a product of history" and ultimately traces itself back to the prin- 
ciple of the Right of Discovery, upon which all  European nations based their claims 
to land in North Amer i~a .~  

Acmding to the international law of Europe during the fifteenth century, priority 
of discovery gave a nation supreme and unlimited right to the discovered territory.' 
Title to lands hitherto unknown to Europeans was based on the union of discovery 
and possession.' This meant that although numerous European nations claimed fust 
discovery, actual sovereignty could only be established by effective colonization. 
(Since the English, in North America, generally proved themselves the most effective 
colonizers, succeeding comments will refer largely to the practice of the English.) 
The rights of the Crown were not merely those of head of state or feudal lord para- 
mount. The King was the immediate owner and lord of the soil and exercised 
unlimited power in its disposition.' Theoretically, no settlement could be made 
without his consent, and if any settlement took place without his prior approval, 
then he could force it either to disband or to seek a royal charter to confirm its 
existence. Once the Crown established sovereignty over an area, it then enlarged 
its authority to include the right to extinguish any vestige of Indian title.' 

Under international law, the Indians had only a right of uncivilized occupancy.' 
This meant that the natives had no right to dispose of their title except to the Crown 
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or its proprietary agents. The Indians were consistently held incapable of alienating 
their lands to private parties8 By implication, the Crown took the position that 
if it cared to recognize any Indian title (to lands occupied by the Indians) at all, 
such title could be transferred only to the Crown. Any purchase of land made by 
settlers from the natives without the consent of the Crown was regarded and treated 
as absolutely void. It was a fundamental principle in the English colonial 
jurisprudence that all titles to land within the colonies passed to individuals only 
from the Crown or proprietary authoritie~.~ No land title examined in the colonial 
or early state courts was ever admitted to depend upon any Indian deed of relin- 
q~ishrnent . '~J~ 

These views were confirmed by the Royal Proclamation of 1763, in which the 
territory still occupied by the Indians west of the Appalachian Mountains was dis- 
posed of without reference to the natives. The Crown's assumption was that the 
aboriginal tribes had neither title to the soil nor sovereignty. The Royal Proclama- 
tion resewed to the British government the exclusive right to purchase and extinguish 
the rights of the Indian tribes as occupants of the soil. Furthermore, it forbade 
European settlement on Indian Territory, until permission was granted by the Crown 
and until after the Indian right had been extinguished by conveyance to the Crown.1z 

The first European in North America to challenge the principle of the Right 
of Discovery and to uphold the native rights to the soil was Roger Williams. In 
1633 he became an ardent proponent of the idea that King James had no right or 
power to claim ownership of North American lands occupied and used by the 
Indians. The King was granting thiigs beyond his power to grant when, for example, 
he issued royal patents to Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay, and other colonies. From 
Williams's point of view these patents were invalid. The English could justly occupy 
lands in North America only by purchasing those lands from their rightful owners, 
the Indians. Undoubtedly these claims caused alarm among the royal patriots, for 
they struck at the very foundations of the colonial governments which King James 
had authorized. Williams was banished from Massachusetts and left to establish 
his colony in Rhode Island, where he began by purchasing the land from the In- 
dians.') 

Williams assened that the rights of the Indian stood upon the original principles 
of the law of nature, which meant that the lands they had occupied and used could 
not be alienated from them without their free consent.I4 Roger Williams pointed 
out that a modified form of private ownership of land did exist among the Indian 
tribes and that they did not simply live in a state of nature." They had improved 
the land by burning the underbrush and had cleared the land where they lived, 
and their woodlands were no less useful than the King's parks in England.16 John 
Winthrop, one of Williams's detractors, maintained that the unimproved lands of 
North America belonged to no one, and that whoever labored on unimproved and 
unclaimed land thereby made it his own. According to Winthrop, land became 
private property only through cultivation, manuring, and enclosure. Since by Enghsh 
standards the Indians had not noticeably improved their land or enclosed it, it was 
not rightfully theirs, but simply lay ownerless in the state of nature. Even though 
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the Indians had not cultivated or enclosed their lands, Williams insisted that the 
colonists first purchase the right to the land from its original users and occupants, 
the Indians. Williams demanded that the Indians be dealt with on the principle of 
equality and maintained that so-called civilized states have no right, however 
nomadic or  savage they (the Indians) might be, to divest the title to the soil from 
them." 

Misunderstanding arising from their differing concepts of property in land was 
one of the main causes of disputes between the Europeans and the Indians. The 
Indians did not recognize land appropriation by individual members of the tribe, 
and even Roger Williams recognized that landownership among the Indians was 
usually held by the tribe. Nevertheless, among the Indians articles of personal p rop  
erty were owned by the individual.ls Each Indiin tribewas perfectly well acquainted 
with the limits and bounds of its landholdings, even though these holdings were 
not enclosed in the normal European fashion.19 Indian land tenure has been 
characterized 1) as a right of beneficial use and occupancy, rather than an exclusive 
ownership, and 2) as a group right rather than an individual one. It was probably 
difficult for the Indians to think of land as individual, private properly, which could 
be sold or  permanently alienated.20 

Besides Roger Williams, there were others concerned with respecting Indian 
rights. In 1626 the West India Company instructed its New Netherland's agents 
to formally acquire title to lands, by purchase from the Indians. As early as 1623, 
records indicate that the Hollanders had purchased land of the Ind ian~ .~ '  Thus 
Manhattan Island was purchased by the Dutch in 1626, for goods valued at 60 
guilders.22 This was a sum probably representing the real value of the land in that 
day, and the Indians made a good trade. The Dutch probably initiated the practice 
of purchasing lands from the Indians in order to counter the claims of the other 
European powers. They had little chance of sustaining themselves under the prin- 
ciple of Right of Discovery. They decided to argue, against the claims of the English, 
that the Indian tribes or nations were the true owners of the land discovered by 
the English and that title could be obtained from the natives only by gift or pur- 
chase. Interestingly enough, when the Swedes arrived in 1638, they recognized 
the claims of the Dutch, to lands purchased of the Indians. Likewise, the Dutch 
formally admitted the validity of Swedish titles, when a deed or  transfer from the 
Indians could be p r~duced .~ '  The only English colonists to emulate the Dutch and 
Swedish practice were the Quakers in Pennsylvania; practically aU the other English 
settlers refused to recognize Swedish or  Dutch claims since the Indian title had 
no standing in English law. 

The Quakers were the only group of European settlers to have their hands free 
from the blood of innocent Indian~.~ '  They never deliberately schemed for the 
extermination of the Indians and were nearly always concerned to do full justice 
to Indian ~ l a i m s . ~ m e y  were an unimaginative, pecuniary people, who thought 
that justice to the Indian consisted in doing him no harm, paying him for his land, 
and letting him go.16 

The curious aspect of William Penn's approach was that his chief object seems 
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to have been to extinguish Indian claims and to give satisfaction to the natives for 
their possessory rights, rather than to fix definite and accurate boundaries of the 
land purchased. The wording of the deeds implies that the intent was to cover all 
possible claims of those making the grants to Penn. Hence it was of little impor- 
tance that these deeds overlapped and included areas obtained h m  other claimants.27 
Thus, practically the whole of Pennsylvania was purchased of the Indians, and some 
of it several times over.2s The price of these land purchases seems as nothing now, 
but it was a fair price in those days in the minds of both parties. It took centuries 
for the white people to learn the value of land in America. In every instance when 
Penn dealt with the Indians, so long as the bargain was fairly made, the Indians 
returned to their wigwams satisfied.29 

What seems to have impressed the Indians was the fact that Penn insisted on 
purchase at the first and all subsequent agreements as being an act of justice, to 
which both parties were to give their assent voluntarily. They also felt that the 
price was ample to extinguish their claims, and that no advantages were taken by 
plying them with drink or cheating them with false maps. The treaties were open 
and honorable contracts, and not characterized by sharpness and chicanery. As 
the Indians reflected on them at their leisure, they saw nothing to repent of and 
everything to admire in the conduct of Penn, and they preserved inviolably the 
terms to which they had solemnly agreed.30 

Even before Penn arrived in his colony, land was purchased of the Indians, 
under his instructions, as early as 1682. As a Quaker and quasi-pacifist and as 
a proprietary of the Crown, Penn had a dual role to fulfill as colonial leader. As 
in many of the other colonies, to resort to buying the lands of the natives may 
have been an act of expediency, for it must have been much cheaper and easier 
to purchase the lands of the Indians than to attempt to take them away by force." 
Liberty and peace were the two main elements of Penn's Holy Experiment and 
could be obtained only if no aggression were made on the rights, real or supposed, 
of the native inhabitant^.^^ Penn's Quaker conscience inspired him to buy not only 
the Indin lands, but those of all claimants in order to quiet all possible land disputes. 
It should be noted, however, that regardless of Penn's concern for justice, Penn- 
sylvania law prohibited purchase of Indian land by individual Quakers or other 
settlers. Quieting title was a government monopoly which Penn held for him~elf.'~ 

It has been urged by Penn's critics that neither he nor any other European col- 
onist could with perfect integrity and honesty purchase the land of the aboriginal 
natives of America, for several reasons. First, savages can never, for any con- 
sideration, enter into contracts obligatory upon them. They stand by the law of 
nations, when trafficking with the civilized pan of mankind, in the situation of 
infants, incapable of entering into contracts, especially for the sale of their coun- 
try. Second, should this be denied, it may then be asserted that no monarch or 
chief of a nation has the power to transfer by sale the soil of the nation over which 
he rules. Neither William Penn nor any other European since made a purchase 
of lands from any Indian nation other than through the agency of their sachems 
or head men, who certainly could have no more right to sell their counuy than 
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any European monarch has to sell theirs. Third, should these objections be over- 
ruled, then it may be safely asked, what could William Penn or at least what did 
he give which should be considered from any point of view as a consideration or 
a compensation to those aborigines for their land?" 

Before dealing with these critical points, let it be said that the Indian land issue 
ought to be viewed from the standpoint of man's natural and inalienable rights to 
life, liberty, and pr~perty. '~ This means that, since the Indians were human beings, 
they had the same rights as Caucasians. This means they had the right to control 
their own minds and bodies free of coercive interference and to own the land on 
which they and their ancestors had lived since time immemorial. Thus, when 
"discovered" by the Europeans, parts of the North American continent were not 
ownerless. The American Indians, by virtue of being first users and occupiers of 
parts of the continent, were its rightful owner^.'^ Since legitimate property owners 
have an unrestricted right to make arrangements for the disposition of their prop- 
erty, this effectively disposes of the first argument that savages cannot enter into 
obligatory contracts. 

Since the Indians did not hold the land as individuals, but as collective tribal 
entities, it is difficult to determine whether or not land allocations (under the tribal 
regime) were more just than the English land grab which took place under the guise 
of di~covery.'~ However, it is plain that private collective ownership is perfectly 
valid and moral, as long as it is voluntary and there is no violation of individual 
rights.I8 Private collective ownership must originate in the ability of the individual 
to own property, which he then cooperatively pools with the property of others. 
However in the case of the Indians, it has never been asserted that tribal title rested 
on the agglomeration of individual titles. The actual settler-the first transformer 
of the land-whether white or Indian-had to fight his way past a nest of arbitrary 
land claims by others.39 Were the tribes, in effect, voluntary associations of 
individuals who consented to their collective ownership of the land? The fact that 
no form of tribute or taxes was ever collected among the Indian tribes inhabiting 
what is now the United States lends some credence to the view that the tribes were 
voluntary organi~ations.~~ 

As voluntary associations, the tribes could, and in fact did, historically, sell 
their rights to the soil by allowing their chiefs to represent tribal interests. These 
chiefs were authorized to make and execute deeds on behalf of the tribe, to receive 
for the tribe the consideration for the deeds, and to divide such consideration among 
the individuals of the tribe. The authority of the chiefs, so acting for the whole 
tribe, is attested by the presence and assent of the individuals composing the tribe 
and by their receipt of their respective share of the price." Thus could the Indian 
tribes deal with the Europeans for the sale of their lands, and granted that the chiefs 
had this authority, it must be admitted that they were capable of determining what 
in their opinion would be ample compensation for their lands. 

With these preliminary concerns out of the way, it must now be determined 
whether or not the bulk of Indian claimed land was actually used and occupied, 
settled and transformed by the tribes claiming them. If it be admitted that the tribal 
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organizations were voluntary and that Indian landownership was just, then it is 
plain that European intervention into the allocation of property was a usurpation 
and a crime against the rightful Indian owners. If the Europeans settling in North 
America had operated in a free-market or even semi-free-market framework, then 
the British government would have refrained from claiming sovereignty over the 
unused domains of America. It would have denounced the principle of the Right 
of Discovery, and recognized that true ownership could only be established under 
the principle of "first ownership by the first user" (whether white or Indian)." 

What exactly does first occupation and use mean? What are the criteria by which 
the principle of first ownership by the first user is to be interpreted? The crux of 
the dispute over whether Indian claimed lands were truly owned by the Indians 
or  actually ownerless stems from the failure to distinguish between cultivation and 
other forms of use. If cultivation and enclosure are deemed to be the hallmarks 
of establishing occupancy and use, then that large portion of the Indian claimed 
land which was never "homesteaded" must be viewed as actually ownerless (and 
thus open to settlement by the actual first user). 

Claiming that the American Indians, by virtue of being the first users and 
occupiers of the continent, were its rightful owners, Rosalie Nichols maintains that 
"use" is decided upon according to the condition and natural resources of the land, 
the level and particular type of technology of the occupants, and the desires of 
the owner.43 Undoubtedly, the Indians rightfully owned the land that they cultivated 
and upon which they erected their wigwams and shelters. The main question to 
settle is whether they righrfuily owned the land upon which they regularly or 
sporadically hunted. 

Lysander Spooner in the mid-nineteenth century asserted that those lands which 
the Indians merely roamed over in search of game, could not be  said to have been 
rightfully owned by them." Rightful ownership of unoccupied lands is established 
by either actually living upon the land, or  improving it, or  bestowing other useful 
labor upon it. "Nothing short of this actual possession can give any one a rightful 
ownership of wilderness lands, or  justify him in withholding it from those who 
wish to occupy it." He based his assertions on the principle that occupation and 
use meant more than standing upon a portion of the North American continent 
and claiming possession of it. To establish ownership a person must bestow some 
valuable labor upon the land. In these cases he holds the land in order to hold the 
labor which he  had put into it.45 Similarly, Rothbard has written that the buUc of 
Indian claimed land was not settled and transformed by the Indians, and that the 
new European settlers were justified in ignoring the Indians' vague abstract claims 
because they knew they were the first to actually cultivate and enclose the lands 
upon which they settled.46 

The fact that the Indians and Europeans did not share a common technology 
seems to be of no impon in establishing legitimate properly titles. To live, all people 
(regardless of their technology) must occupy certain places on the land, and whoever 
fust establishes a homestead becomes its rightful owner. Unless the W i n s  bestowed 
some form of valuable labor over the wilderness areas they hunted, their claims 
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of ownership were unsubstantiated. At most, they could claim the wild animals 
they killed and the trails that they cleared. The fact that the tribes each had their 
own hunting areas does not disprove this and indicates that they only wished to 
live in peace with one another. If and where the Indians attempted to bound off 
their hunting lands, so that no one else could enter and game could not escape, 
and where they made efforts to help propagate game, then their ownership would 
be valid. 

Thus game preserves or wilderness areas could exist in a free society. It is also 
important to understand that land once cultivated, even if allowed to go wild, does 
not become ownerless. Once a piece of land has passed into just ownership, the 
owner cannot be divested of title without his consent. Thus even though a piece 
of land is not currently being farmed, but is perhaps being used for cycle racing 
or  as a rifle range, it is still owned, so long as sometime in the past a rightful 
possession took place. The present owner is the rightful owner so long as he can 
trace his title through a historical chain of voluntary transfers from the fust occupier 
and user." The fact that certain forest areas, desert lands, and open ranges, even 
at this late date (four hundred years after the European discovery of the continent) 
have never been homesteaded or cultivated means that they are still rightfully 
ownerless and will probably remain so because of their uneconomic value.48 

Thus granting that some Indian claims were valid and others invalid, what were 
the Europeans to do when they discovered America? Even though there were prob- 
ably few areas which the Indians did not claim, were the Europeans under the 
necessity of abandoning the country and relinquishing their own pompous claims 
established under the principle of Right o f ~ i s c o v e r y ? ~ ~  All unjust claim-by the 
Indians and the European powers-should have been ignored. "The English who 
colonized this country had no right to drive the Indians from their homes; but on 
the other hand, there being here an abundance of unoccupied land, the colonists 
had a right to come and senle on it, and the Indians had no right to prevent them 
from doing so."'O I believe that the history of Quaker settlement proves that this 
policy was possible and furthermore believe that until the latter stages of senle- 
ment, the Indians were not as concerned to establish their title to hunting lands 
as we might think. 

If Penn had not been a representative of the Crown, but only a private Quaker 
or  the recognized leader of a corporate body of Friends, his conduct toward the 
Indians would serve as an example of how a libertarian colonization process could 
have worked. The fact remains that the Indian tribes he dealt with voluntarily relin- 
quished their claims to him (and in this respect, his position as a Crown represen- 
tative was unimportant). The Europeans did not need to abandon the continent upon 
discovering that pans of it were inhabited. Individual settlers or  groups of settlers 
could have quieted Indian claims and extinguished Indian titles much as Penn did. 
Thus it is conceptually possible that the bulk of Indian landholdings could have 
passed legitimately into non-Indian control. This is not to say that all tribes would 
have alienated all their lands, but at least historically some Indians did willingly 
relinquish their land.SL Thus the historical picture clearly demonstrates that liber- 
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tarians and Indians could have lived peacefully together under a regime of pro- 
prietary justice. 
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